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Thesis Points:

Market Price:
Industry:
Market Cap:
52-Week Range:
Beta:



Diversified Product Line



Recent Acquisitions to Help Drive Growth



Growth In Lacrosse and Hockey Participation



Financials

$18.68
Leisure Products
$925.8 M
$13.23-20.61
0.6

Company Description:
Performance Sports Group Ltd., together with its subsidiaries, designs, manufactures, and distributes performance sports
equipment, related apparel, and accessories for ice hockey, roller hockey, lacrosse, baseball, and softball primarily in the
United States, Canada, and Europe. It operates through two segments, Hockey and Baseball/Softball. The company
offers ice hockey products, such as skates, skate blades, protective gear, sticks, team apparel, and accessories; baseball and
softball products, including bats, gloves, protective gear, apparel, and accessories; roller hockey products comprising
skates, protective gear, and accessories; and lacrosse products, which include shafts, heads, gloves, helmets, and protective
gear. It also provides uniforms for ice hockey, roller hockey, lacrosse, and other team sports. The company offers its
products under the brand names of BAUER, MISSION, MAVERIK, CASCADE, INARIA, COMBAT, and EASTON.
Performance Sports Group Ltd. distributes its products through sales representatives and independent distributors to
specialty retail stores, sporting goods, and national retail chains, as well as directly to sports teams. The company was
formerly known as Bauer Performance Sports Ltd. and changed its name to Performance Sports Group Ltd. in June
2014. Performance Sports Group Ltd. was founded in 1927 and is headquartered in Exeter, New Hampshire. (CIQ)
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Recommendation
As a growing company that continues to expand its
business both organically through strategic acquisitions,
Performance Sports Group (PSG) is a BUY with a one
year target price of $23.82. Their recent acquisition of
Easton will cause PSG to shift their focus towards
organic growth as they pay off some of their debt.
Controlling leading and growing market shares in
growing industries will enable Performance Sports
Group to continue its expansion into a leading provider
of sports equipment and apparel.

Industry Overview and Diversified
Product Line
The global sporting goods industry has continued its
steady growth in recent years. In the United States from
2009 to 2013 manufacturers’ wholesale sales of sporting
goods grew from $48.3 billion in 2009 to over $55 billion
in 2013, representing a compounded annual growth rate
of approximately 3%. These numbers may not look to
significant, but considering America was experiencing a
recession during this time frame the steady growth is
worth noting and makes it clear that the sporting goods
industry is not significantly impacted during times of
economic distress.
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line is diversified globally, by sport, as well as seasonally.
PSG distributes its product to retailers in over 60
countries with its main two markets being the United
States and Canada, with approximately 43% of its sales
coming from outside the United States. The presence in
five major sports has helped PSG to keep its quarterly
sales somewhat constant when the sports are moving in
and out of season. Performance Sports Group’s
customer base is also diversified, with no retailer
representing over 12% of its sales.
Performance Sports group has grown into the market
share leader in hockey and diamond sports apparel and
equipment.

Recent Acquisitions
Performance Sorts Group has a proven its ability to
identify acquisition targets that are both lucrative and
help increase their market share by sport.

In the past seven years, PSG was able to grow its market
share of hockey products from 35% to 54%, they are
looking to do the same with their diamond sport
products. Currently PSG controls about 30% of the
diamond sport market share. With the recent acquisition
of Easton, PSG plans to apply the same techniques it
used with its hockey business to its diamond sport
business.

*Anticipated growth rates are from PSG’s management
Performance Sports Group designs, develops,
manufactures, and sells sports equipment and apparel for
ice hockey and roller hockey, baseball and softball,
lacrosse, and soccer primarily focusing on the North
American and European demographics. PSG’s product

Easton is currently the number one overall market share
leader for diamond sport products. PSG plans to
continue R&D of Easton’s equipment with hopes of
having consumers shift from using competitors’
products to Easton products as well as significantly
increasing Easton’s apparel business.

Lacrosse and Hockey
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Lacrosse and Hockey are two of America’s fastest
growing sports; a large reason for the growth is a shift in
youth sport participation. The growing concern that
concussions and other contact injuries can cause lasting
physical damages has been responsible for the decline in
youth football participation as parents prefer their kids
to play safer sports. Lacrosse and hockey can be
considered “safer” contact sports, look for more parents
in upcoming years to say no to football and yes to
hockey and lacrosse.
Global ice hockey participation is estimated to be six
million, a number that has grown on average 2%
annually over the past eight years. Hockey participation
in the United states has grown approximately 5.1% year
over year from 2008 to 2013. Lacrosse is a sport mainly
played in the United States and Canada. Lacrosse
participation has grown to over 750,000 in 2013,
representing year over year growth of nearly 11% from
2008 to 2013, making it one of America’s fastest growing
sports. A majority of lacrosse players in the United States
live in the northeast or the mid-Atlantic, so there is a
tremendous growth opportunity as lacrosse starts to
move into other regions of the country. Approximately
93% of lacrosse participants in the United States are
under the age of 20, with 54% of participants in the
youth (15 and under) category and 39% of participants in
the high school category. Similar to ice hockey, the high
representation of youth in the sport provides the
industry with a more frequent product replacement cycle
as players outgrow their equipment.
Currently in the United States, there are approximately
1.3 million combined youth lacrosse and ice hockey
players compared to 7 million youth basketball players,
5.6 million youth baseball players, 6.6 million youth
soccer players and 3 million youth football players. As
youth participation moves away from America’s four
major sports and into lacrosse and hockey, there is a
tremendous growth opportunity for equipment and
apparel sales within these two sports.
Performance sports group controls an approximately
54% market share of the $650 million hockey equipment
industry from their Bauer and Mission brands
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*PSG’s hockey equipment market share by type
Performance sports group also controls a 26% market
share of the $120 million lacrosse equipment industry
from their Maverik and Cascade brands, with Cascade
representing a dominant 85% share of lacrosse helmet
market. Having growing market shares in the growing
hockey and lacrosse equipment industries, PSG is well
positioned to continue its growth into a top provider of
sports equipment and apparel.

Financials
When looking at PSG’s financials, the one thing that
sticks out is their debt. PSG has a net debt of $408
million which is mainly due to its recent acquisition of
Easton for $330 million. Although this number is high
PSG has shifted its short term focus away from
acquisitions and into organic growth as it starts to pay
down its debt.

In recent years, Performance Sports Group has posted
strong revenue and Ebitda growths of 13% and 16 %
respectively year over year since 2011. Controlling
leading market shares in growing industries should
enable PSG to sustain these strong numbers growing
forward.
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